
USING 3D SCANS 
TO VERIFY BUILDING INTEGRITY 

ON HISTORIC STRUCTURES
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3D Laser Scan with colorization applied

There sure are a lot of different things tinkerers can do with 3D laser 
scans. One such tinkering is creating elevation maps with scan data. 
This can be performed in all Bentley Systems products (MicroSta-
tion, etc), Polyworks, and maybe a little Recap 360 to some degree. I 
won't write much today but rather, let the pics speak for themselves...
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Intensity Backscatter with 
RGB applied. Note that met-
al returns a different signal 
than brick and mortar

Same 3D Laser Scan with In-
tensity Backscatter filter applied 
(greyscale only…hang on, it gets 
more interesting…)
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So, imagine taking a stack of pancakes (say 6 of them because hey, we 
love pancakes…) that represent a wall thickness. 

Now flip that stack of pancakes on their side like a layered wall. 

Now…(stay with me)… Color each pancake a different color. 

Now imagine an entire wall covered in pancakes, so where the dips 
and bulges are, there are more or less pancakes showing different 
colors based on how deep or high the relief of that wall is at any given 
location. 

This is a vertical topographic 3D map of the 
same façade with elevation gradation applied 
at a 12” interval.



HERE IS THE SAME FAÇADE AT A 6” 
TOPOGRAPHIC INTERVAL.
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You might think of this as that same stack of pancakes squished a bit 
to only be 6” in thickness. This allows viewers of this topo map to ob-
serve more detail in the undulations of the wall’s surface. Please pay 
attention to the top right of the image for subsequent images hereaf-
ter…
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Well this is getting colorful isn’t it?! 
We are now down to a 3” elevation 
ramp.

Fine details are presenting themselves 
in this 3D laser scan. The top right is 
changing color for sure. Blue is the 
most recessed followed by green, yel-
low then red being the highest relief 
relative to the viewers vantage point.

Now the anomaly is clear at this 1” 
elevation ramp setting.
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CONCLUSION

The findings from this could be a number of things. 
It could be water damage; it could be just the way the 
building was constructed – we really couldn’t say until 
a full façade envelope analysis is performed. 

However, it does start a dialog and provides a pretty 
unique tool for architects and preservationists.

Do you have questions about how this technique could 
help you or your company? 

At Topa 3D we are here to help with all of your Historic Pres-
ervation needs through our state of the art 3D scanning solu-
tions. 

info@topa3d.com  ·   503-333-0314


